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Hi, my name is Scott McCloud! I’m a cartoonist and comics scholar. Back in 2008, I created a comic book for Google --

--- Explaining the inner workings of their soon-to-be-released new browser, Chrome.

The comic was a web phenomenon when for two days it was the only source of information on this major software release.

But now that we’re entering the 2020s, me and the good folks at Google had the same feeling:

Chrome has changed so much that we owe you guys an update.
Enter the Google Chrome team, who will guide you through various new features and developments.

Hey there, Scott!

It has been quite a ride for Chrome this past decade. Since 2012, Chrome has been the most popular browser, with over two billion active installs.

And at the same time, Google's revenue for 2021 was 257 billion US dollars — all for giving away free software and placing ads! How is that possible?

Well, let's start where your browser experience usually begins: in the search bar we like to call the 'omnibox.'
WE TELL OUR WEB BROWSERS THINGS WE WOULDN’T EVEN TELL OUR BEST FRIENDS.

AND SIMULTANEOUSLY HAVE THIS VAGUE FEELING OF LEAVING TRACES ALL OVER THE WEB.

A CASE IN POINT: THE OMNIBOX.

WHEN YOU ENTER SOMETHING IN CHROME’S SEARCH BAR, IT IMMEDIATELY OFFERS YOU A DETAILED RECORD OF YOUR PAST SEARCHES, YOUR INTERESTS, YOUR POLITICS!

THE NAME “OMNIBOX” IS DERIVED FROM THE LATIN WORD “OMNIS,” MEANING “EVERYTHING.” ONCE YOU HIT RETURN, EVERYTHING YOU HAVE TYPED HERE IS PROTOCOLLED AND RETAINED.

AND NOT JUST LOCALLY ON YOUR COMPUTER.
INSTEAD, YOUR PRIVATE INFORMATION IS SENT TO GOOGLE SERVERS AND ADDED TO YOUR PROFILE.

IN FACT, YOU DON’T EVEN HAVE TO PUSH RETURN AT ALL. FROM THE MOMENT YOU BEGIN TO TYPE, EVERYTHING IS INSTANTLY SIPHONED OFF.

(WE JOokingLY CALL THIS CHROME’S ‘NO RETURN POLICY.’)

LET’S TAKE A MOMENT HERE TO LET THAT SINK IN: ALL THOSE WORDS YOU MIGHT DEEM TOO SENSITIVE TO EVEN TYPE -- YOUR EX’S NAME, AN ABORTION CLINIC, THAT GROUP THERAPY IDEA --

-- BEFORE YOU HAVE EVEN DECIDED WHETHER TO SEND THEM, GOOGLE HAS ALREADY EXTRACTED THEM -- YOUR DOUBTS, YOUR HESITATIONS.

OMNI.

BOX.

SINCE 2008, GOOGLE HAS SPENT MILLIONS OF DOLLARS ADDING ADDITIONAL TRACKING FEATURES TO BOTH CHROME AND ANDROID.*
When you read the current privacy policy, you will find that Chrome collects your IP address, the words you search for, the videos you watch, the pages you visit, the ads you click, your purchase activity, the network of people you’re in touch with, and much more.

---

All facets of your life are scrupulously collected --

---

-- Analyzed and assembled into an intimate profile: A data text that aims to describe what makes you you.

---

Google’s business model is to sell access to these analyzed and refined data products to the highest bidder.

---

For the everyday user, the Chrome browser therefore resembles a two-way mirror.

You think you are browsing the web, when in reality, Google and others are browsing you --

---

-- Extracting your experiences without your awareness, your knowledge, or your consent.
FORGET ‘INCognito Mode,’
BY THE WAY. IT HAS BEEN SHOWN THAT GOOGLE
CAN STILL TRACK YOU AND WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING AT.
IT ALSO DOESN’T KEEP YOU SAFE FROM BEING
TRACKED BY THE WEBSITES YOU VISIT.

— AND
CHROME ENABLES A LOT
OF TRACKERS
OTHER BROWSERS
WOULDN’T:

HI, MY NAME IS
GEOFFREY FOWLER,
I’M A TECH JOURNALIST.
IN 2019, I WROTE A PIECE
ABOUT CHROME FOR THE
WASHINGTON POST, AND
I WAS SHOCKED!

IN ONE WEEK OF WEB SURFING
ON MY DESKTOP, I DISCOVERED
11,189 REQUESTS FOR TRACKER
COOKIES THAT CHROME WOULD
HAVE UHEDERED RIGHT ONTO MY
COMPUTER, BUT WERE AUTOMAT-
ICALLY BLOCKED BY FIREFOX.

11,189

THESE LITTLE FILES ARE THE
HOOKS THAT DATA FIRMS,
INCLUDING GOOGLE ITSELF,
USE TO FOLLOW THE WEB-
SITES YOU VISIT SO THEY CAN
BUILD PROFILES OF YOUR
INTERESTS, INCOME AND
PERSONALITY.

CAN YOU TURN
THIS OFF?
OF COURSE!

WELL, A LITTLE BIT.
BUT EVEN WHEN YOU HAVE
TURNED OFF EVERYTHING
YOU CAN, THERE ARE STILL
IDENTIFIERS THAT SIMPLY
CANNOT BE DELETED.

AND JUST LIKE ANDROID, CHROME CONSTANTLY SENDS LOADS OF
DATA TO GOOGLE EVEN WHEN YOU DO OR TYPE ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.
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CHROME HAS COME A LONG WAY FROM THE UNASSUMING FAST AND MINIMAL BROWSER IT USED TO BE IN 2008.

OVER THE YEARS, LIKE THE LEAVES OF A CAMERA SHUTTER --

-- GOOGLE HAS ARRANGED AN EXTENSIVE ECOSYSTEM AROUND ITS BROWSER --

-- TURNING CHROME INTO A CENTRAL HUB THAT'S ONLY ONE CLICK AWAY FROM WRITING A GMAIL, LISTENING TO YOUTUBE MUSIC, PRINTING OUT A DOCUMENT OR UPDATING YOUR GOOGLE CALENDAR.
YOU MIGHT REMEMBER THAT CHROME FUNCTIONS AS A TWO-WAY MIRROR --

-- SO THE CONVENIENCE OF THIS PLATFORM STRUCTURE GOES BOTH WAYS.

(PSA: THE "CLOUD" IS JUST OTHER PEOPLE'S COMPUTERS, FOLKS.)

MAJOR ASPECTS OF YOUR DIGITAL LIFE ARE HARVESTED LIKE RIPE, LOW-HANGING FRUIT, COLLECTED THROUGH SEPARATE DATA VEINS --

-- BUT ULTIMATELY ALL DELIVERED TO ONE SINGLE COMMERCIAL ENTITY.
The sleek and compact browser of yore has turned into a crowded application platform, with sometimes dubious interferences between its respective services.

If you use Google Maps or Earth from within Chrome, it will record your entire query history, the zoom degree and how long you look at stuff -- for creating detailed dossiers of your movements and interests.

And the Google Assistant, Google’s answer to Alexa, will not function properly until you have granted Google access to your browsing history.

It won’t even respond to “what time is it?” until you feed it all of your browsing history and contacts.

Though it is still listening, of course, then -- still recording everything you say.
IN SHORT, CHROME IS NUDGING AND COMFORTING YOU INTO SPENDING MOST OF YOUR DIGITAL LIFE WITHIN THE GOOGLE ARCHITECTURE --

WHILE YOUR PRIVATE DATA, YOUR INTIMATE PATTERNS OF LIFE, YOUR THOUGHTS, MOTIVATIONS, DESIRES AND ROUTINES --

-- ROAM FREELY THROUGH A CLOSE-MESHED FIBER OPTIC WEB, A GARGANTUAN ONE-WAY ANT TRAIL MARCHING TOWARDS GOOGLE'S DATA CENTERS:

VAST INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES, HEAVILY GUARDED BY BARBED WIRE FENCES, VEHICLE BARRIERS, BIOMETRIC IDENTIFICATION, AND LASER-BASED INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS.

HERE, YOUR DATA IS RETAINED INDEFINITELY, WAY BEYOND YOUR CONTROL EVER SINCE IT HAS BEEN PROCESSED THROUGH THE SYNCHRONIZED INTERPLAY OF SHUTTER LEAVES --

-- LEAVES, WHICH, JUST AS THEIR PHOTOGRAPHIC COUNTER-PARTS, ORGANIZE BUNDLED INFORMATION IN ORDER TO CONSTRUCT A PRECISE PORTRAIT OF YOU. AT THE CENTER OF IT ALL:

A LENS -- EXPRESSIONLESS AND EVER-WATCHING.
Now, you could argue: these ant trails are not inevitable, all of this only happens when I'm logged into Chrome.

My data is secure, because I browse in “basic mode.”

And yes, for many years, basic mode meant that your data was stored locally—

While the optional signed-in mode sent all your browser data to Google.

Well, that deal changed in 2018, when we secretly added an auto-login mechanism—

And because we also redesigned our sync interface for maximal confusion, millions of users accidentally activated synchronization before anyone could protest.

Am I signed in or out now?! They say it's something “inbetween.”

AARGH!!
The option of syncing has become the de facto rule.

This is serious. Once you turn on sync, your browsing history, your download history, your bookmarks and your autofill information belong to Google -- and autofill includes your name, address, phone number, username and password.

Chrome will do this without asking, without notifying. Just like Google has modified a crucial privacy feature without telling its users.

Unfortunately, this is no exception.

Year after year, update after update, Google has played a relentless privacy regression game:

- **06.2015**: A Chrome update silently switches on your microphone and sends what it hears to Google.
- **05.2017**: A Chrome “flaw” allows sites to secretly record audio and video without warning or consent.
- **03.2018**: The ‘Chrome cleanup tool’ scans and removes files on your computer without consent or transparency.
- **04.2019**: Chrome eliminates the option to turn off the surveilling ‘hyperlink auditing.’
- **10.2020**: When told to wipe all cookies on exit, Chrome now exempts all Google sites like YouTube or Google search.
- **10.2021**: Chrome can now track when you’re not in front of the screen, logs breaks and sleep cycle via its new ‘idle detection’.
ALSO, IN 2019, CHROME DEVELOPERS REVEALED PLANS TO START RESTRICTING MODERN AD BLOCKING ADD-ONS LIKE UBLOCK ORIGIN --

-- THE ONLY MAJOR BROWSER TO DO SO.

THAT SAME YEAR, GOOGLE’S PARENT COMPANY ALPHABET OPENLY MENTIONED --

-- THE "RISK FROM ADBLOCKERS" TO THEIR REVENUE IN THEIR SEC FILINGS.

IN THE END, AFTER AN OUTCRY FROM USERS AND PRIVACY ADVOCATES ALIKE, GOOGLE BACK-PEDALED A BIT, BUT AS OF THIS WRITING (2022) NEVER TRULY REVERTED ITS COURSE, AND CONSIDERING ITS RECORD OF BREAKING PAST PROMISES --

-- IT'S ONLY A MATTER OF TIME.

THIS IS PART OF GOOGLE’S SUCCESSFUL PR STRATEGY, THEIR TRADEMARK MAXIMUM FUZZINESS®.

DON'T WORRY, THOSE CHANGES ARE ALL UM... FOR YOUR SECURITY... AND STILL UNDER ACTIVE DISCUSSION. ALL IS STILL UM... UNDER DEVELOPMENT. WE'LL JUST SIT THIS OUT FOR A WHILE UNTIL YOU’VE GOTTEN USED TO IT, SO DON'T YOU WORRY.

*FUZZ* *FUZZ* *FUZZ* TING!

GOOGLE IS REALLY THE MUNCHAUSEN OF THE DIGITAL SPHERE, PRESENTING THE PRIVACY NIGHTMARE OF THEIR SURVEILLANCE PLATFORM CHROME --
Google’s PR approach is what you call “the slow cooking of the frog.”

We take our time to draw it out over years, and even reverse a little when there’s yet another outcry among computer experts.

— As this lightweight, pure and innocent piece of software.

Well, what’s their point, anyway?

We already erased the “don’t be evil” motto from our code of conduct back in 2018.

Secretly.

Wait, what?

I thought we just dropped the “don’t”...

The question remains: What are you going to do about it? Fiddle your way through our privacy settings? Read up on which add-ons to install? Try out another browser?!

You have a life!

And we will continue to know everything about it.
HELLO EVERYBODY, MY NAME IS SHOSHANA ZUBOFF, I AM A SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGIST AND AUTHOR OF THE 2018 BOOK “THE AGE OF SURVEILLANCE CAPITALISM”.

IN IT, I TALK ABOUT HOW COMPANIES LIKE GOOGLE AND FACEBOOK SECRETLY HARVEST YOUR LIFE EXPERIENCES TO CREATE RAW MATERIAL TO SELL TO GOVERNMENTS AND COMPANIES.

YOU’VE ALREADY TAKEN A LOOK UNDER THE HOOD OF THE CHROME BROWSER, BUT I WOULD LIKE TO ADD ONE IMPORTANT CONCEPT:

THE SHADOW TEXT.

WHENEVER WE POST PICTURES TO A WEBSITE, WHENEVER WE BLOG, CHAT, TWEET, OR “LIKE” SOMETHING, WE ARE AUTHORS OF A MULTIMEDIA PUBLIC TEXT.

BUT IN ADDITION TO THAT, EVERYTHING YOU TYPE OR CLICK WHILE BROWSING THE WEB, HOWEVER TRIVIAL OR FLEETING, WILL BE ENGRAVED INTO A SECOND TEXT.
In itself, each of these tiny personality particles might seem random, unimportant, and unprofitable.

But when extracted on a massive scale and analyzed by Google's algorithms, these insignificant details begin to form patterns.

New eating habits
unlikely to engage in politics (Liberal)
Buddhism-leaning agnostic
daddy issues
Thinking about opening up relationship
Parents divorced
Soft dom kink
Below-average relationship happiness
Bites fingernails
Depressive phases
Partner not fond of children

Thanks to the shadow text, what was once deemed useless "data exhaust" --

-- when systematically linked to you, becomes a most informative and profitable digital twin.

Whereas the first public text is visible to us, the shadow text is hidden from our view --

"Read only" for surveillance capitalists.

About us, but not for us.
As always, it is the most vulnerable who suffer the deepest from this digital abuse. Depending on the country you live in, one identifier (Muslim, LGBTQIA+, Democrat) can determine whether you will get that job, that credit card or health insurance policy.

And sometimes, just one identifier processed through shiny “personalized” products and “tailored-to-you” services can even spell the difference between freedom and imprisonment, life and death.

It’s true, deanonymization is a piece of cake when people constantly type their life into the Chrome browser like...

Ack! Tap! Ook! Tap! Tap! Tap!

...like... satisfied... um... Google users.

But what are you gonna do about it, huh?

Well, something needs to be done when we are constantly surveilled and recorded -- when our innermost lives are invaded for other people’s gains without our consent.

Hopefully, the last chapter can give you an idea about where to start.
ALL OF THIS MIGHT SOUND OVERTLY MELODRAMATIC WHEN ALL WE'RE TALKING ABOUT IS PERSONALIZED ADS.

WHY NOT LET SOME SUITS PAY GAZILLIONS OF DollARS FOR THEM, IF THEY REALLY THINK IT'S WORTH IT?

THE ANSWER TO THAT IS THAT GOOGLE IS NOT JUST SELLING YOUR DATA TO COMPANIES IN ATTEMPT TO BOOST THEIR PRODUCT SALES, BUT MORE AND MORE TO POLITICAL ENTITIES AS WELL.

IF WE AGREE THAT THE AD BUSINESS IS A KIND OF BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATION INDUSTRY —

— IMAGINE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE MOST PRIVATE DETAILS OF MILLIONS OF VOTERS ARE BOUGHT UP BY POLITICAL PLAYERS!

SO THE REAL DRAMA CENTERS ON CONTROL, MANIPULATION, AND EROSION OF THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS:

THEY'RE CLOSING GRAMPA'S COAL MINE!!

TOLD YA TO VOTE TRUMP.

ROGER THAT!!
REPORTERS AT BUZZFEED DISCOVERED THAT GOOGLE ENABLED ADVERTISERS TO TARGET ADS TO PEOPLE WHO TYPE RACIST AND ANTI-SEMITIC SLURS INTO THE OMNIBAR.

THIS RADICAL ETHICAL INDIFFERENCE IS A MAJOR BREEDING GROUND FOR ONLINE EXTREMISM, AND A MASSIVE ENABLER OF VOTER MANIPULATION --


DISTORTED INFORMATION THAT WAS DELIVERED AT EXACTLY THE RIGHT TIME TO EXACTLY THE RIGHT PEOPLE --

--- WITH THE PRECISION OF A SWISS CLOCKWORK.

CONTROL AND POWER, SOLD TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER.
These intrusions into thought and identity endanger fundamental rights. Concepts like freedom of will, individuality and self-determination are at stake here.

But don’t hold your breath in hope that politicians will catch up soon and smash this antideocratic structure.

Google has spent more lobbying money in Washington and Brussels than any other corporate entity in the world —

-- a whopping $150 million in the US alone during the last decade.

Instead, computer experts expect Google’s grip to tighten. Forced sign-in if you want to use Google Maps or watch a YouTube video is on the horizon —

-- so that even more data veins are mined from over two billion slowly-boiling frogs.

In the end, this is the sole purpose Chrome was built around: extracting and monetizing as much of your personal life as possible, while delivering good performance.
AND TO BE FAIR, CHROME STILL DELIVERS A PRETTY GOOD PERFORMANCE (THOUGH IT'S NOT THE SPEEDSTER IT USED TO BE). EVERYONE ENJOYS A FAST BROWSER, BUT WHEN WE FIND OUT THAT IT'S SPEED RELIES ON PREDICTIONS ABOUT THE PAGES WE WILL VISIT NEXT BASED ON AN INTIMATE PROFILE BEYOND OUR REACH --

-- WHEN WE FIND OUT THAT ITS FUEL LITERALLY IS OUR DATA --

-- IS PERFORMANCE STILL OUR MAIN CONCERN?

OR SHOULDN'T WE BE AT LEAST AS APPALLED AT OUR IMMENSE DAILY DATA EXHAUST AS WE ARE IN OTHER CASES OF MORAL BANKRUPTCY THAT BRING FORTH AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT OF EMISSIONS?

HOW MUCH ARE WE WILLING TO SACRIFICE FOR ANOTHER 10TH OF A SECOND OF LOADING SPEED?

IN THE END, THIS IS A MATTER OF PERSONAL VALUES. SOME PEOPLE MAY DECIDE TO LEAVE THE CONVENIENCE OF THEIR SUV IN THE GARAGE FOR A WHILE --

-- ALTHOUGH IT WILL FEEL LIKE AN UPHILL BATTLE AT TIMES.
THE IMPORTANT PART IS: YOU ARE NOT POWERLESS.

MUCH LIKE OUR CHOICE OF GROCERIES IN THE SUPERMARKET HAS A DIRECT IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT; OUR CHOICE OF A BROWSER HAS A DIRECT IMPACT ON DEMOCRACY --

-- AS ODD AS THIS MAY SOUND.

THE ANT MARCHES ARE STOPPABLE --

-- OR AT LEAST DRastically REDUCEABLE.

POPULAR ETHICAL REPELLENTS INCLUDE THE FIREFOX BROWSER -- AT LEAST AS FAST AS CHROME, RELEASED BY A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION AND SIMPLY NOT SELLING YOUR DATA --

-- OR THE TOR BROWSER: SLOWER, BUT THE VERY BEST YOU CAN FIND FOR CLOAKING YOUR IP ADDRESS AND OVERALL ONLINE IDENTITY.

SPLAT!

---

 THESE ARE NOT THE "DATA EIGHTIES," WHERE IT'S ALL ABOUT MAKING FAST MONEY, BUYING FAST CARS AND DRIVING TO THE NEXT FAST FOOD JOINT WITHOUT ANY REGARD FOR OUR HEALTH, SOCIETY OR ENVIRONMENT.
These are the 2020s, where we care about protecting the vulnerable --

-- where we firmly reject regressions in basic human rights --

-- but strive to preserve and advance the twin sisters democracy and privacy.

So together with the whole Google Chrome team, we ask you once more:
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?
PART 1 – DIAL O FOR OMNIBOX

Page 4
• On the Omnibox “No Return Policy”: https://www.theguardian.com/technology/blog/2008/sep/04/googlechromeprivacypolicies

Page 5
• Chrome’s current Privacy Policy: https://www.google.com/chrome/privacy/

Page 6
• Chrome tracking your movements even when you have turned off location “services”: https://apnews.com/828aeaf64d4411bac257a07c1af0ecb/AP-Exclusive--Google-tracks-your.movements-like-it-or-not
• The original Washington Post article will not be linked here, as the only way to peek behind its paywall is to be thoroughly tracked; you can find Geoffrey Fowler’s arguments here as well (some of which have made it directly onto the comics page): https://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/lifestyle/technology/2017/05/google-smart-home-privacy-and-security/
• A helpful tool for breaking down Chrome’s labyrinthine Privacy Policy: https://myshadow.org/lost-in-small-print/google-privacy-policy

PART 2 – PLATFORM PUZZLES

Page 10
• On Chrome for Android sending location coordinates to Google, see Geoffrey Fowler’s article listed under Page 6.
• If you use Chrome and/or have a Google account, you can verify the worrying Google Maps/Google Earth behavior by visiting: https://myactivity.google.com/
• About Google Home privacy issues: https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/jul/11/google-home-assistant-listen-recordings-users-privacy

Page 11
• For details on Google’s data center security practices, see:

PART 3 – THE REGRESSION GAME

Page 12
• The new sync mode has been widely discussed and criticized: https://www.zdnet.com/article/google-secrety-logs-users-into-chrome-whenever-they-log-into-a-google-site/ and https://www.wired.com/story/google-chrome-login-privacy/
• It was also the focus of Matthew Green’s infamous blog post listed under Page 4.

Page 13
• See the Chrome Privacy Policy listed under Page 5.
• Chrome as covert listening tool: https://boingboing.net/2015/06/24/chrome-update-turns-browsers-i.html
• Secret recordings of audio/video: https://thehackernews.com/2017/05/chrome-camera-microphone.html
• About the Chrome Cleanup Tool “poking through your underwear drawer without asking” (Matthew Green): https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/gyny83/google-chrome-sync-privacy

Page 14
• On Google restricting modern ad blockers: https://www.forbes.com/sites/bradgarlinghouse/2019/05/30/google-just-gave-2-billion-chrome-users-a-reason-to-switch-to-firefox/
challenge of exploiting second-modernity needs and insecurities for outside gain.”
  · The de-anonymization of metadata is discussed by Zuboff, e.g. on p. 244f.: “We are told that it’s not possible to identify individuals from these large-scale amalgamations. However, with as little as three bits of data culled from the public record – birth date, zip code, and sex – reidentification science has demonstrated its ability to de-anonymize metadata with ‘disturbing ease.’”

PART 4 – THE SHADOW TEXT

Page 16

Page 17
  · An example of personality particles being derived from your Shadow Text would be the Facebook “like”, as a 2013 paper by Michal Kosinski, David Stillwell and Thore Graepel (and quoted by Zuboff on p. 274) showed: Facebook “likes” could “automatically and accurately estimate a wide range of personal attributes that people would typically assume to be private,” among them sexual orientation, ethnicity, religious and political views, personality traits, intelligence, happiness, use of addictive substances, parental separation, age, and gender.

Page 18
  · On personalization, cf. “The Age of Surveillance Capitalism” p. 256 f.: “The machine invasion of human depth is prosecuted under the banner of “personalization,” a slogan that betrays the zest and cynicism brought to the grimy

Page 20
  · The racist slurs have been pixelated so as not to further reproduce hate speech. If you want to see the concrete wording, check out:
    - https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/alexkantrowitz/google-allowed-advertisers-to-target-jewish-parasite-black
    - Trump voter manipulation via “Shadow Text”:
    - Brexit voter manipulation:

Page 21
  · On Google spending ~$150 million on US lobbying over last decade:
    - https://boingboing.net/2020/01/22/google-spent-150-million-on.html
  · On Google as one of Brussel’s most active lobbyists:
    - https://lobbyfacts.eu/articles/12-12-2016/google-one-brussels%E2%80%99-most-active-lobbyists
    - https://lobbyfacts.eu/reports/lobby-costs/all/0/1/2/2/21/0/

PART 5 – CONCLUSION

Page 22
  · On Chrome not being the speedy beast it used to be, see this Google Trends graphic comparing the search terms “Chrome slow” and “Firefox slow” from 2008 to 2021: https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=2008-01-01%202021-01-01&q=chrome%20slow,firefox%20slow

Page 23
  · On Google quietly erasing their motto “Don’t be evil” from their code of conduct: https://gizmodo.com/google-removes-dont-be-evil-from-code-of-conduct-after-18-years/ and https://9to5google.com/2019/05/29/chrome-slow-after-18-years/
  · Don’t be evil was introduced in “The Age of Surveillance Capitalism” p. 256 f.: “The de-anonymization of metadata is discussed by Zuboff, e.g. on p. 244f.: “We are told that it’s not possible to identify individuals from these large-scale amalgamations. However, with as little as three bits of data culled from the public record – birth date, zip code, and sex – reidentification science has demonstrated its ability to de-anonymize metadata with ‘disturbing ease.’”

EPilogue

Page 29
  · On Chrome’s initially planned FloC technology as a serious security concern: https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/03/googles-floc-terrible-idea
  · Report on Google’s backpedaling concerning FloC:
  · Source for the piranha quote: https://bigbrotherawards.de/en/2021/what-really-makes-me-angry-google
  · And lastly, hundreds of German data-harvesting publishers and advertising companies, among them Axel Springer, filing an EU antitrust complaint against Google in early 2022, claiming damage for their businesses once third-party cookies are abolished: https://techcrunch.com/2022/01/24/germany-publishers-privacy-sandbox-complaint
As a final note, we have a short talk by one of the galaxy’s leading privacy experts.

The topic: Google’s promise to do away with tracking altogether and to place privacy at the core of Chrome with its new Privacy Sandbox, coming in 2024.

What? Still writing his speech...?

Well, maybe I can just take a moment and fill you in on Google’s plans to finally block all those spying, snooping third-party cookies for good.

No more of those annoying, obnoxious cookie banners when accessing a website!
Instead, Chrome itself will analyze all your browsing habits and - depending on your surfing profile of the past days - put you in a so-called "cohort" with others who have been to similar sites.

According to Google, this way your privacy will be protected much better than before.

But, as Reina Tangens, member of German privacy NGO Digitalcourage, recently remarked: "Piranhas will become vegans..."

But, as Reina Tangens, member of German privacy NGO Digitalcourage, recently remarked: "Piranhas will become vegans..."

According to practically everyone else, among them many internet experts, you will be monitored even more precisely and relentlessly than before.

Another outcry ensued, and another round of Google backpedaling, a tiny bit, for now.*

...before Google foregoes 99 percent of its profits." - Trackers gonna track.

This is much more about Google blocking its data-harvesting competitors in order to amass even more market power in its own hands.

By the way, most other browsers have been blocking third-party cookies for a long time now without replacing this surveillance technology with another one.

*See Part Three: "The Regression Game"
WHAT?

OH OKAY, SO HE'S READY?

ADMIRAL, THE STAGE IS YOURS!

IT'S A TRAP!

COULDN'T HAVE SAID IT BETTER MYSELF!

AND THAT'S IT FOR TODAY!

BE SAFE OUT THERE!